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In order to study the tempo and the mode of spider orb web evolution and diversification, we conducted a

phylogenetic analysis using six genetic markers along with a comprehensive taxon sample. The present

analyses are the first to recover the monophyly of orb-weaving spiders based solely on DNA sequence

data and an extensive taxon sample. We present the first dated orb weaver phylogeny. Our results suggest

that orb weavers appeared by the Middle Triassic and underwent a rapid diversification during the end of

the Triassic and Early Jurassic. By the second half of the Jurassic, most of the extant orb-weaving families

and web designs were already present. The processes that may have given origin to this diversification of

lineages and web architectures are discussed. A combination of biotic factors, such as key innovations in

web design and silk composition, as well as abiotic environmental changes, may have played important

roles in the diversification of orb weavers. Our analyses also show that increased taxon sampling density

in both ingroups and outgroups greatly improves phylogenetic accuracy even when extensive data are

missing. This effect is particularly important when addition of character data improves gene overlap.

Keywords: web evolution; spider diversification; taxon sampling; molecular dating
1. INTRODUCTION
Fossil evidence suggests that silk evolved in the common

ancestor of spiders and their closest relatives, the extinct

uraraneids, sometime in the Devonian [1]. Ever since

silk has been inextricably entangled with the biology of

spiders. From birth to death, from reproduction to fora-

ging, much of the behaviour and lifestyle of spiders

depends on silk production [2]. Nowhere is this better

illustrated than in the orb-weaving spiders (Orbiculariae),

with their highly geometric snare designs, often regarded

as a pinnacle of animal engineering, and their ability to

produce up to seven different types of silk with different

functions and mechanical properties, which continue to

inspire materials scientists [3].

The basic orb web architecture includes a frame hold-

ing radii that support a spirally arranged sticky thread.

The web must absorb the kinetic energy of the prey and

retain them long enough to give the spider time to

locate and subdue them [4]. Orb-weaving spiders are of

Jurassic origin; the oldest fossilised orb web is from the

Lower Cretaceous [5] and the oldest orb-weaving spider
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fossils are from the Middle Jurassic [6–8]. Two groups

of spiders make geometrically similar orb webs using

different materials, but similar stereotypical behaviours:

the deinopoids and the araneoids [9]. The sticky spiral

of deinopoid webs is made of dry cribellate silk, which

is metabolically expensive to produce. Cribellar threads

are formed by thousands of fine-looped fibrils woven on

a core of two axial fibres. The adhesive properties of cri-

bellar silk are attained by van der Waals and hygroscopic

forces [10,11]. In contrast, the sticky spiral thread of ara-

neoid webs is coated with a viscid glycoprotein that

coalesces as regularly spaced droplets around the axial

fibres [12]. This type of composite sticky thread is pro-

duced faster and more economically, and has higher

stickiness, than the dry and fuzzy deinopoid counterpart

[13]. In addition, the axial fibres of the araneoid capture

thread are more extensible than those of cribellar threads

[14], which contribute to its increased stickiness by allow-

ing longer spans of capture thread to contact the prey

surface [15]. Cribellar silk evolved with aerial webs, at

the divergence of araneomorphs (‘modern’ spiders)

from mygalomorphs (tarantulas and their kin) and, thus

it is plesiomorphic relative to the more recently evolved

viscid silk.

About 30 per cent of the more than 42 000 described

extant spider species belong to Orbiculariae [16]. The
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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vast majority of orb-weaving species belong to Araneoidea

(11 720 extant species). By comparison, their putative

sister group, Deinopoidea, are very species-poor: only

322 species spin orb webs with cribellate silk [16]. This

asymmetry in species diversity has been attributed to

the shift in type of capture thread from dry, fuzzy cribel-

late silk to viscid sticky silk, combined with changes in the

silk spectral reflective properties and a transition from

horizontal to vertical orb webs [17–19]. Interestingly,

most araneoid species build foraging webs that are no

longer recognizable as orbs, such as sheet webs (e.g.

Linyphiidae) or cobwebs (e.g. Theridiidae). Some lineages

have abandoned the use of capture webs altogether (e.g.

Mimetidae) [20]. These ‘derived’ araneoid webs are so

highly transformed from the ancestral orbicular architec-

ture that in the few cases in which the spider building

behaviours have been studied [21–23], the stereotypical

behavioural algorithms involved in orb web construction

[9] are no longer identifiable as such. Furthermore, web

architecture across Araneoidea is extraordinarily diverse,

although still largely undocumented for the majority

of species [20,24–26].

Understanding web evolution and diversification

requires an empirically robust hypothesis about the phylo-

genetic patterns that underlie the diversity of this

extraordinary group of animals. One of the oldest and

most enduring questions in web evolution has been that

of the origin of the orb web itself, a controversy that goes

back to the late nineteenth century (see a review in

[25]). In the last two decades or so, the empirical evidence

has clearly tipped the balance towards the monophyletic

origin of the orb web [9,20,25–29]. But because the

hypothesis about the monophyly of orb weavers has been

supported mainly by behavioural and spinning organ char-

acters, it is challenging to test the possibility that orb webs

are not convergent in the cribellate and ecribellate orb wea-

vers without recourse to the building behaviours and silk

products. Owing to this reliance on characters of the

webs themselves, there have been several attempts to use

independent sources of evidence (DNA and proteins) to

test the monophyly of orb weavers, but these studies

have not been designed to explicitly test orb weaver mono-

phyly or have used small taxonomic samples [28,30,31].

In a study of spider silk proteins, Garb et al. [28] argued

for orbicularian monophyly based on the shared pre-

sence of certain spidroins such as Flag and MaSp2. Their

results, however, could also be compatible with a non-

monophyletic origin of the orb web (see also a discussion

in [28]). More recently, Blackledge et al. [29] used DNA

sequences from six genetic markers and a set of morphologi-

cal and behavioural characters to study the phylogenetic

relationships of orbicularians. Although their work was

based mostly on molecular evidence, only when morphology

and behaviour were included in their analyses did they

recover orbicularians as monophyletic. Their molecular

data alone did not corroborate the monophyly of Orbicu-

lariae because the retrolateral tibial apophysis (RTA)

clade—which includes wolf spiders, crab spiders and their

relatives—was nested within orbicularians. With over

21 000 species, the RTA clade has almost double the

number of species of the Orbiculariae [16]. As Miller et al.

pointed out, since ‘most of the classical characters supporting

the original monophyletic origin theory concern the orb web

itself, the lack of corroboration from an independent source
Proc. R. Soc. B (2012)
of data (i.e. molecular sequence) cannot be considered

supportive of the original hypothesis’ (p. 12 of [32]).

One concern that all these molecular studies elicit is the

potential for taxon sampling artefacts, such as recovering

spurious groups or inferring erroneous character trans-

formations. All previous molecular studies use fairly

modest taxon sampling. The importance of dense taxon

sampling and its positive effects on phylogenetic accuracy

are well documented [33–36]. Given the enormous

number of species of both spiders and orb weavers, any

phylogenetic study at such higher taxonomic level will

have to be based on a very small fraction of the total diver-

sity. Rather than the number of species included in the

analysis, the issue at hand is how much of the phylogenetic

diversity is represented by the taxonomic sample used. Any

evolutionary inferences attempting to explain the diversity

of the group will be bound by how the taxon sample rep-

resents such diversity. For example, Griswold et al. [20]

did not include any taxa not assigned to Orbiculariae,

thereby failing to test that group’s monophyly. Lopardo &

Hormiga [37] found that a minimal addition of taxa to

the analysis of Griswold et al. [20] produced a novel phylo-

genetic hypothesis for orbicularians, which required a

diphyletic origin of orb webs. In Blackledge et al.’s study

[29], 10 of the 22 orbicularian families were not included;

many of them spin modified webs (such as the sheet webs

of cyatholipids), the phylogenetic placement of which is

critical to understand the diversification of orb weavers.

One of the principal goals of our study is to use sequence

data to test the monophyly of Orbiculariae with the most

thorough taxonomic sample available at this time. An

expanded taxon sample should offer a fine-grained image of

orbicularian evolution, and thus provide a more accurate phy-

logenetic context for the comparative biology of highly

studied groups such as Nephila and its relatives. In addition,

we wanted to explore the suitability of the genetic markers

generally used in spider systematics to recover the monophyly

of highly corroborated groups (such as Tetragnathidae or

Theridiidae) and to help resolve the interrelationships

among orbicularian families. A number of araneoid lineages

have been difficult to place using morphological data and

their exact position has varied across studies, and thus

their placement in the orbicularian tree remains to be

satisfactorily resolved [37]. Revealing the phylogenetic

relationships of some of these groups is critical to under-

stand the evolution and diversification of web architectures.

Information on the timeframe for the origin and the

diversification of the main orbicularian lineages provides

further illumination for understanding the evolution of the

orb web in a broader context. Calibrated molecular phylo-

genies allow testing-specific hypotheses about the age of

groups and the timing of evolutionary events. The expanded

taxonomic and character sample of our study aims to pro-

vide a more robust test of the age of orb weavers and to

test for other evolutionary events that may correlate with

the diversification of orb webs. To address these questions,

we have compiled a dataset that surpasses in size all prior

molecular studies of spider phylogeny.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Taxon sampling

The goal of our taxon sampling strategy was to maximize the

representation of orbicularian higher taxa and of their

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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potential close relatives. Classification and nomenclature fol-

lows Platnick [16] (but see [38]). Since the exact position of

Nicodamidae is contentious [20,27,29,37], here we use the

name ‘Orbiculariae’ to include Deinopoidea, Araneoidea

and Nicodamidae, although there is no robust evidence for

the exact placement of nicodamids or even their membership

in orbicularians. We have included representatives from 21

extant families of Orbiculariae (see [29,37,39]), representing

all except Synaphridae (no samples available) and Sinopi-

moidae (which we do not consider a valid family; see [40]).

In total, 291 species in 222 genera, representing 50 families

(see electronic supplementary material, table S1), were

included in our analyses. Trees were rooted with the mygalo-

morph Euagrus chisosesus (Dipluridae). We have tried to

strike a balance between familial rank representation and

proportion of missing data. Our sample favours taxa well

represented by slow-evolving genes, as those are most appro-

priate for recovering the sort of deep cladogenetic events of

interest to the hypotheses being tested. Sequence data were

taken from our own work or from GenBank.

(b) Sequencing, alignment and phylogenetic analyses

To date, with very few exceptions [41,42], inference of higher-

level phylogenetic relationships in non-model organisms has

been based on the combination of recurrent genes for which

robust, universal primers were available. These markers

would include a handful of mitochondrial genes, the nuclear

ribosomal genes and, occasionally, one or two single-copy

nuclear genes. While waiting for next-generation sequencing

approaches to multiply the availability of sequence data

information for organisms such as spiders, a rigorous and

thoroughly sampled phylogeny of spiders must currently rely

on a limited number of genes. The following genetic markers

were used: 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA, 16S rRNA, cytochrome c

oxidase subunit I, histone H3 and wingless (see electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). Molecular protocols and

primers follow Dimitrov & Hormiga [39] and Lopardo et al.

[38]. Static multiple sequence alignment was carried out

using MAFFT v. 6 [43] with the L-INS-i or E-INS-i strat-

egies. Character matrices resulting from statically aligned

sequences were analysed using RAxML [44] and TNT [45].

In the RAxML analyses, data were partitioned by gene. For

the protein-coding genes, the model parameters were opti-

mized independently for 1st þ 2nd and 3rd codon positions.

In the TNT analyses, gaps were treated as ‘missing data’ (to

make results more directly comparable to those of the maxi-

mum-likelihood analyses) and all characters were equally

weighted. The combined matrix of the statically aligned

sequences had a total of 6993 characters. For dynamic

homology under direct optimization [46], analyses were con-

ducted using POY v. 4.1.2.1 [47]. To investigate the effects

of missing data and wild card taxa, we built several matri-

ces (see electronic supplementary material, table S2) based

on the proportion of missing data or leaf stability indi-

ces [48,49]. Leaf stability indices were calculated using

PHYUTILITY v. 2.2 [50]. Additional details on the phylogenetic

analyses are given in the electronic supplementary material. In

total, nine different variants of the dataset were analysed. Web

architecture was coded following the character states of

Blackledge et al. [29] (plus a ninth state: ‘no foraging web’),

and ancestral state reconstructions were carried out in

MESQUITE v. 2.74 [51]. We used both parsimony and likelihood

methods (under the Mk1 model of [52]) to reconstruct the

ancestral states.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2012)
(c) Dating cladogenetic events

We used relaxed and uncorrelated lognormal methods [53],

as implemented in the program BEAST v. 1.6.1 [54], to

date cladogenetic events. As a starting tree for the BEAST

analyses, we used the cladogram from the maximum likeli-

hood (ML) analysis of dataset1_v1. Six fossil calibration

points, distributed within and outside Orbiculariae, were

implemented as minimum ages. More details on the dating

analyses and the specific calibration points are given in the

electronic supplementary material.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(a) Phylogenetic results

We report here on the major orbicularian clades—that is,

those groups that are critical for testing the hypotheses

and answering the questions outlined in §1 (for a more

detailed taxonomic discussion see the electronic sup-

plementary material, in which Table S4 summarizes the

groups recovered across the nine data matrices and

three analytical methods used in this study, as well as

the measures of clade support). Orbiculariae monophyly

is recovered by the full dataset under both ML and

static parsimony analyses, as well as for most of the data

matrix variations (10/14) analysed using these two

methods. Araneoidea (the ecribellate orb weavers) receive

high support across matrices and methods, and only in

3 of the 25 analyses was their monophyly rejected. Deino-

poids (the cribellate orb weavers) and Nicodamidae are

monophyletic in the ML analysis of the full matrix, but

are not in many of the remaining analyses (in total

Deinopoidea are monophyletic in 4 out of the 25 analyses).

The monophyly of the RTA clade receives high support

(with the Phyxelididae representatives nested within),

but not its placement within the orbicularian lineages.

The monophyly of most orbicularian families is corrobo-

rated by the analyses (see the electronic supplementary

material). By contrast, the monophyly of Mimetidae and

of ‘Symphytognathoids’ is never recovered.

We have chosen the results of the ML analyses of a

nearly complete data matrix (272 taxa) to guide the discus-

sion of the phylogenetic patterns of the data (figure 1),

in order to make our results directly comparable with pre-

vious, widely recognized hypotheses of web evolution,

e.g. Griswold et al. [20] and Blackledge et al. [29]. The

Griswold et al. [20] hypothesis for the phylogeny of orbicu-

larian families has served as the empirical and conceptual

basis for much of the phylogenetic and taxonomic research

in orb weavers in the decade to follow. Griswold et al.’s [20]

study provided a comparative analysis of morphology and

web-building behaviours across a taxonomic sample of

the then-accepted orbicularian families. Their study was

not intended to test the monophyly of Orbiculariae,

which was taken as given, but to resolve relationships

among araneoid families. Orbicularian monophyly had

already been tested in earlier works [26]. Perhaps one of

the most significant findings of Griswold et al. regarding

the evolution and the diversification of web architectures

among orb weavers was the notion that ‘for most orbicular-

ians, the orb web has been an evolutionary base camp

rather than a summit’ (p. 25 of [20]). The majority of sub-

sequent studies of higher-level orbicularian phylogenetics

have used Griswold et al.’s [20] cladogram to add outgroup

taxa. In the last decade or so numerous phylogenetic

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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analyses have studied interfamilial relationships [55–60],

but no analysis has included an interfamilial taxon

sample comparable to that of Griswold et al. [20]—14

families plus nephilids. From a taxon-sampling perspec-

tive, the closest study has been that of Blackledge et al.

[29] (nine orbicularian families plus nephilids), but their

taxon sampling lacked representatives of families that are

critical for understanding the diversification of orb webs

and orb weavers (e.g. Mysmenidae, Theridiosomatidae,

Cyatholipidae and Synotaxidae). Previous molecular ana-

lyses that included orbicularian species [29–31] have

failed to recover the monophyly of Orbiculariae. Only

Ayoub et al. [61], using elongation factor-1 g sequence

data and four orbicularian species, found orbicularians

monophyletic in their ML analyses (orbicularians were

paraphyletic with respect to the RTA clade in their parsi-

mony analyses). Our results therefore provide the first

empirical support for the monophyly of Orbiculariae

based exclusively on nucleotide sequence data and a

broad higher-level taxon sample.
(b) Dating and diversification of orb webs

The molecular dating of orbicularian diversification

(figure 2) suggests an older origin for orb weavers than that

inferred from the fossil record (see also [61]), which has to

be expected given that fossils and morphological data tend

to underestimate divergence times, while molecular data

tend to overestimate them [62]. Our analysis indicates that

by the Jurassic most of the orb-weaving families had already

originated. The estimated age of the most recent common

ancestor (MRCA) of Orbiculariae is about 207–231 Ma

(figure 2). The estimated age of the MRCA of the RTA

clade is about 135–175 Ma. Such results are not entirely

surprising either, since many of the Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous fossils represent rather distal lineages of the

modern spider families [8,63]. The Jurassic fossil record of

the extinct araneoid family Juraraneidae [64] provides

additional and independent support for our dating results.

Both the parsimony and ML reconstructions support a

single origin of orb webs and multiple independent modi-

fications of the ancestral orb into a great diversity of snare

architectures. Most species of the large family Araneidae

build two-dimensional orbs that are very similar to

those of Tetragnathidae and the cribellate family Ulobor-

idae. Based on this architectural similarity, in conjunction

with the relatively basal placement of araneids and

tetragnathids within Araneoidea [29,37], it has been

suggested that this general type of orb web architecture

is ancestral in araneoids. The sheet webs and cobwebs

spun by some lineages of araneoids are generally thought

to be derived from typical orb-weaving ancestors [25].

This has led to the idea of somewhat sequential evolution-

ary change from the more primitive and typically geometric

orbs to the more derived sheet webs or cobwebs [20]. In

addition, the results of Griswold et al. [20] also suggested

a monophyletic origin for these derived araneoid webs

(their ‘Araneoid sheet weavers’ clade). Although the

monophyly of araneoid sheet weavers was refuted by the

analysis of Lopardo & Hormiga [37], their results still

placed araneids and tetragnathids at the base of Araneoi-

dea, and thus implied that the typical geometric orb web

is plesiomorphic. Our results suggest that there have

been multiple independent transitions from orbs to other
Proc. R. Soc. B (2012)
web architectures within Araneoidea, starting early on in

their diversification. In fact, one of the earliest lineage

divergences, the split between nicodamids and araneoids,

resulted in a deep modification of the ancestral orb into a

sheet web in some species of the former group (figure 2).

Given their phylogenetic placement, nicodamids may

have ancestrally spun cribellate orb webs, and the cri-

bellum may have been lost independently in some

nicodamids and in araneoids. In our cladogram, most ara-

neoid lineages that spin typical orb webs are found

relatively distally placed within Araneoidea. Such a macro-

evolutionary pattern poorly fits the predictions of a

hypothesis suggesting that the evolution of orb architecture

tracks the diversification of flying insects [3]. If that were

the case, one would expect a sequential change from

orbs to more derived and variable web architectures as

insect diversity increases (particularly after the diversifica-

tion of angiosperms and their flying insect pollinators). An

alternative scenario that has been proposed to explain orb

web evolution (which also invokes a correlation with insect

diversification, but in a different way) suggests that spider

predation drove the evolution of insects [65]. According

to this view, spider webs evolved in an evolutionary preda-

tor–prey arms race [3]. Although the traditional view of

orbicularian relationships [20] fits well a codiversification

hypothesis, as pointed out by Penney [66], the present

results show that the history of web diversification is

probably much more complex than previously thought.

There is ample fossil evidence that most of the modern

flying insect orders were already present during the Per-

mian–Early Triassic and that the origin of flying insects as

such extends back to the Devonian ([67] and references

therein). The early abundance of fossil insects has been

interpreted as indirect evidence for the predator–prey

arms race hypothesis [3,66]. Alternatively, one could

explain the diversification of web architectures as a strategy

for better niche partitioning and a more efficient use of the

available trophic resources. The diversification of one of the

largest spider lineages, the RTA clade, in the Late Jurassic

may be interpreted as indirect evidence that trophic

resources were sufficiently diverse and abundant. Sheet

webs and cobwebs do not have to obey the same strict

architectural constraints that govern orb webs. This

allows spiders to use spaces where orbs cannot be con-

structed or are very inefficient in catching prey.

Furthermore, the ability to build webs in different

spaces would also reduce intraguild competition. Thus,

prey abundance and structural complexity of the habitat

may have played a more important role in web evolution

than the actual diversification of their prey. Structurally

complex forests were present already in the Carboniferous

[68]. Most of these forests were probably affected by the

Permo-Triassic extinction [69], but forests with complex

species composition and stratigraphic structure were

again abundant by the end of the Triassic, and even

more so during the Jurassic [70,71], long before the

diversification of angiosperms. Relaxed architectural con-

straints of sheet webs result in relaxed constraints over the

behaviours needed to produce them, hence the lack of (or

reduced) use of stereotypical behaviours during web con-

struction in these groups [22]. The very conservative

stereotypical behaviour of orb building in orbicularians

was considered to be evolutionarily constrained, but our

results show that shifts in behavioural patterns have

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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happened multiple times. This finding is also in agreement

with the ‘imprecision mechanism’ for such changes pro-

posed by Eberhard [72,73]. Imprecision in reproducing

specific behaviours occurs often, and if these changes

result in somewhat more successful (or at least neutrally

selective) variants they may be carried on and further

modified in the descendants. Furthermore, linyphiid and

theridiid sheet webs and cobwebs are cheaper to produce
Proc. R. Soc. B (2012)
as they contain less sticky silk and have a longer functional

‘lifespan,’ which might provide additional advantages.

Thus, the combination of structurally complex habitat,

available prey and a mechanistic model that allows the

origin of behavioural modifications without invoking

very rare mutation events or a predator–prey arms race

seems sufficient to explain both web diversity and

numerous shifts in web architecture in orb weavers.
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(c) Methodological implications and missing data

As stated above, the available ‘standard’ genetic markers

support the monophyly of most family-rank groups in our

analyses, but are insufficient for reconstructing relation-

ships among families, analogous to the problem shown in

studies of lepidopteran phylogenetic relationships [41].

Very few of the deeper interfamilial nodes within orbicular-

ians receive high values of clade support and most of the

internal braches are short (figure 1). This pattern is consist-

ent with rapid diversification condensed in a relatively short

period of time, as suggested by the estimated ages of the

major araneoid lineages and by the fossil record [7]. This

pattern may also explain the high posterior probabilities

for unconventional relationships in [29] (e.g. the RTA

clade embedded as an orbicularian lineage). Bayesian

methods often assign high posterior probabilities to arbi-

trary groups owing to limitations in the tree-proposal

step, which does not allow polytomies [74].

We more than doubled the number of families

included in the study of Blackledge et al. [29], and tried

to further improve resolution and support by increasing

sampling density within families, improving the chance

for breaking down long terminal branches [75]. This

strategy also augments the probability of sampling plesio-

morphic states present in the terminals that may improve

the reconstruction of more basal nodes of the tree and

allows for a finer-grained study of web architecture evol-

ution. Plesiomorphic morphological character states

may be a proxy for that, but we rarely recognize and use

the genes that are responsible for these morphological

traits. It is important to emphasize that this reasoning

also holds true for taxa treated as outgroups. Outgroups

are often sampled at lower densities as they are generally

included merely to root the tree or to test the monophyly

of the taxon of interest. Thus, in many studies, the

internal relationships of the outgroup lineages are con-

sidered out of the scope and only a few representatives

of the outgroup taxa are included in the analysis.

Increasing sampling density, however, often presents

additional caveats for the analyses. Probably the most

important is the possibility of increasing the proportion

of missing entries. In our case, this is due to the fact

that some taxa come from studies that used different char-

acter sampling designs (e.g. sequences deposited in

GenBank) or represent taxa for which some of the tar-

geted gene fragments could not be sequenced. In fact,

missing data are often one of the most important factors

when designing phylogenetic studies [76]. An increase

in missing data can occur for two different reasons:

(i) owing to length differences in the fragments sequenced

for each genetic marker and/or (ii) as a result of missing

data for the entire genetic marker(s). These two options

represent the ‘too many missing data cells’ and ‘too few

characters’ scenarios outlined by Wiens [77].

Blackledge et al.’s molecular data matrix was built

entirely from sequences generated during their study

and had few missing entries [29]. In constructing our

full matrix, we added numerous taxa to the study of

Blackledge et al., most of them with a large proportion

of missing data. Both missing data cells and characters

were simultaneously added to the dataset, increasing the

overall proportion of missing data to 50.1 per cent, with

several taxa having up to 75 per cent empty cells. None-

theless, analysis of this dataset showed improved
Proc. R. Soc. B (2012)
resolution with respect to Blackledge et al.’s results [29]

(see the electronic supplementary material); for example,

the RTA clade was placed outside orbicularians and

Araneidae was monophyletic, as expected based on mor-

phological grounds. This result provides further evidence

that addition of taxa may be beneficial despite increased

missing data, in accordance with previous findings

based mainly on simulations [76–79].

Several taxa had poor overlap of data partitions in the

full dataset, as exemplified by Clitaetra irenae, which does

not overlap in any of the data partitions with taxa

sequenced only for the ribosomal genes (i.e. sequence

data for this taxon are available for only two protein frag-

ments). The exclusion of terminals with non-overlapping

fragments improved resolution considerably. However, it

has been shown that even in situations with little gene

overlap, when using large numbers of taxa, data overlap

may not be that important for taxonomic resolution [80].

A different approach for determining the effect of par-

ticular taxa is the calculation of their leaf stability index

[48,49,81,82]. This measure reflects topological stability

and is often used to select taxa for exclusion based on

the presumption that taxa with low leaf stability will tend

to affect negatively the resolution of phylogenetic analysis.

We used leaf stability as an alternative approach to study

the effects of increased taxon sampling density. Our results

show that removing taxa with lower leaf stability did not

improve resolution significantly, unlike optimization of

fragment overlap, which had a positive effect on the results

(electronic supplementary material, table S4). At first,

this may seem counterintuitive, as decrease in overlap is

often expected to result in a decrease in stability. Taxon

instability, however, may be also a result of character

incongruence between data partitions [83].
4. CONCLUSIONS
Increased taxon sampling helps to improve results even

when missing data are present in a significant proportion.

Ideally, one would aim to produce a matrix where all taxa

would be complete for all genes. But despite advances in

next-generation sequencing technology (e.g. Illumina), it

is unlikely that such data will be available soon, especially

in spiders and other megadiverse arthropod groups. And

even if available, missing data will always be an issue [84].

To increase taxon sampling density, we used data already

available in GenBank or other repositories, which con-

firms that this is an effective and cost-efficient strategy

to increase the representation of taxa [85].

We have aimed to build a basic phylogenetic framework

to help tackle some of the most intriguing questions

regarding orb weaver evolution, such as: (i) could the

diversification of insects has promoted a diversification of

web architectures? And (ii) how does the diversification

of spiders and their foraging techniques affect evolution

of insects? Some of these questions have been touched

upon elsewhere [66], but a lack of phylogenetic treatments

with broad representation of orbicularians and their out-

groups has limited conclusions in previous studies.

Earlier discussions have centred around coradiation and

evolutionary arms race scenarios [3,66]. Our results, how-

ever, suggest that factors such as biotic and abiotic

environmental changes, intraguild competition, and radi-

ation into new niches may have played important roles

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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for the diversification of orb weavers, although a resource

(abundance of flying insects) had to be present to exploit

such new niches.
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